Data from the Viking and Mars Science Laboratory missions indicate the presence of organic compounds that are not definitively martian in origin. Both contamination and confounding mineralogies have been suggested as alternatives to indigenous organic carbon. Intuitive thought suggests that we are repeatedly obtaining data that confirms the same level of uncertainty. Bayesian statistics may suggest otherwise. If an organic detection method has a true positive to false positive ratio greater than one, then repeated organic matter detection progressively increases the probability of indigeneity. Bayesian statistics also reveal that methods with higher ratios of true positives to false positives give higher overall probabilities and that detection of organic matter in a sample with a higher prior probability of indigenous organic carbon produces greater confidence. Bayesian statistics, therefore, provide guidance for the planning and operation of organic carbon detection activities on Mars. Suggestions for future organic carbon detection missions and instruments are as follows: (i) On Earth, instruments should be tested with analog samples of known organic content to determine their true positive to false positive ratios. (ii) On the mission, for an instrument with a true positive to false positive ratio above one, it should be recognized that each positive detection of organic carbon will result in a progressive increase in the probability of indigenous organic carbon being present; repeated measurements, therefore, can overcome some of the deficiencies of a less-thandefinitive test. (iii) For a fixed number of analyses, the highest true positive to false positive ratio method or instrument will provide the greatest probability that indigenous organic carbon is present. (iv) On Mars, analyses should concentrate on samples with highest prior probability of indigenous organic carbon; intuitive desires to contrast samples of high prior probability and low prior probability of indigenous organic carbon should be resisted.
Introduction
T he search for life on Mars involves instrument-based attempts to detect organic matter. One current example of the organic detection approach is provided by the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission that is operating on the Red Planet. MSL data from the Rocknest eolian deposit (Leshin et al., 2013) and Yellowknife Bay mudstone (Ming et al., 2014) reveal the evolution of oxygen at the same temperatures as chlorine species, suggesting the thermal decomposition of perchlorate salts. Some chlorine was contained within a series of chlorohydrocarbons at levels that exceeded instrumental background. It is suggested that perchlorate chlorine has combined with organic carbon from a terrestrial derivatizing agent carried to Mars with the spacecraft, but martian or meteoritic sources of organic carbon, which can be collectively termed indigenous, are also possibilities. The uncertainty surrounding the source of carbon ensures that the confident detection of indigenous organic carbon on Mars remains elusive. Reinterpretation of Viking data (Navarro-González et al., 2010) suggests that the MSL responses may not be the first time that organic matter has been detected on Mars with incomplete confidence in the source of the carbon. Chlorohydrocarbons were also detected at both Viking landing sites at levels that exceeded instrumental background. Contemporary interpretations assigned the chlorohydrocarbons to chlorinated solvents used to clean instrument components prior to flight (Biemann et al., 1977) .
Post-Viking studies have led to the recognition of chlorine across Mars (Keller et al., 2006) and the convincing detection of perchlorate in the northern latitudes of Mars by the Phoenix lander (Kounaves et al., 2010) . Thermal decomposition of perchlorate and subsequent chlorination of indigenous organic carbon has received support as a plausible mechanism for the chlorohydrocarbons observed on Mars (Navarro-González et al., 2010) . If we accept the almost universal presence of confounding mineralogies on Mars, it could be proposed that the correct instrumental response for the presence of indigenous organic carbon in surface materials is chlorohydrocarbons and the associated release of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Hence, Mars science is currently in the position that organic carbon has been detected at three landing sites (Chryse Planitia for Viking 1, Utopia Planitia for Viking 2, and Gale Crater for MSL), although in each case a definitively indigenous source of the organic carbon could not be confirmed. Intuitive thought suggests that we have repeatedly and frustratingly ascended to a level of confidence that is less than conclusive on a number of separate occasions and that future progress can only be achieved by a much superior experiment with greater definitiveness.
Bayesian Statistics and Mars Data

Bayesian statistics
Intuitive interpretations, however, ignore the influence of key statistical considerations: the intrinsic definitiveness of a test, the prior probability that indigenous organic matter is present in the sample, and the effects of cumulative experiments. Bayesian statistical approaches (Bayes, 1763; Sivia and Skilling, 2006) have revealed that absolute certainty is unnecessary and in fact is impossible, that the choice of sample has an influence on statistical certainty, and that repeated measurements can change the probability of indigenous organic carbon. The utility of Bayesian statistics on the detection of organic matter in asteroid and meteorite materials has already been demonstrated (Carter and Sephton, 2013) . A correct organic detection experiment for Mars will involve treating a series of measurements that have detected organic carbon with incomplete definitiveness as a single large experiment. We can illustrate the impact of multiple partly conclusive measurements on Mars using Bayesian statistics where Mars data can be accommodated by the following equation
where L is the presence of indigenous organic carbon T is a positive measurement result P(L j T, I) is the probability of indigenous organic carbon given a positive measurement result P(L j I) is the probability of indigenous organic carbon prior to any measurement (i.e., the prior probability) P(T j L, I) is the probability of a positive measurement result given that there is indigenous organic carbon (i.e., a true positive) P(T j *L, I) is the probability of a positive measurement result given that there is no indigenous organic carbon (i.e., a false positive)
Three key probabilities
To determine the probability of indigenous organic carbon on Mars following the detection of chlorohydrocarbons, values for the following three probabilities need to be assigned: P(L j I) the prior probability P(T j L, I) the true positive P(T j *L, I) the false positive
The prior probability represents the likelihood that indigenous organic carbon is present in the target sample on Mars before any measurements are made. The true positive is the probability that the measurement detected organic carbon as a result of indigenous organic carbon being present in the sample on Mars. The false positive is the probability that the measurement detected organic carbon despite the fact that indigenous organic carbon was not present on Mars before the measurement took place. For simplicity, the true positive and false positive can be combined into a single ratio. The true positive to false positive ratio is a key component for successful missions. If organic carbon is detected by a method with a true positive to false positive ratio that is greater than one, then the probability of indigenous organic carbon is increased relative to the prior probability. Each subsequent detection of organic carbon will lead to a progressive increase in the probability of indigenous organic carbon being present. The converse is also the case, and an organic carbon detection method with a true positive to false positive ratio that is less than one produces increasing uncertainty that the organic carbon is indigenous with each additional detection. Moreover, for a fixed number of analyses, the higher the true positive to false positive ratio, the higher the probability provided by a positive detection. Similar statistical approaches have been used in the field of medicine (e.g., Dujardin et al., 1994) , but despite their importance, true positive to false positive ratios are never reported for Mars instruments. We will explore the effects of different true positive to false positive ratios below to demonstrate the benefits of methods or instruments with the highest possible true positive to false positive ratios.
True Positive to False Positive Ratios
The value for the true positive to false positive ratio can be obtained by Earth-based measurements such as those made on Mars analog samples. A value of zero or one, for either the true positive or the false positive, is not realistic. The ratio of true positives to false positives expresses the accuracy of the test when organic carbon is detected. False positives can be related to analytical artifacts, confounding mineralogies, or contamination. Analytical artifacts are those features that derive from the analytical procedure itself to produce signals. The degradation of organic instrument components or reagents can mimic the presence of indigenous organic carbon. Organic signals can also be generated by reactions generated in the sample during analysis. Certain minerals can decompose to produce organic matter (McCollom, 2003) , while others may produce highly reactive species that interact with instrumental carbon. Contamination is also a means for producing false positives (Sephton et al., 2001) . Avoidance of contamination of any sort is extremely difficult. Contamination can be carried forward to in situ analyses, and many more opportunities for contamination occur when samples are returned to Earth. Practical avoidance of contamination involves restricting contamination to sensitivities and/or resolutions that are undetectable by the destined analytical technique or techniques. If contamination is detectable, then it can be recognized and subsequently discounted when analytical signals are distinct from those in controls or blanks. Only contamination that can be confused with indigenous materials will represent a false positive.
In the context of missions to detect organic chemical responses, planetary protection is an important aspect of contamination control and, therefore, true positive to false positive ratios. Hence, different categories of planetary protection can have an impact on the true positive to false positive ratios. Surface missions that target special regions on Mars have more stringent requirements than those destined for elsewhere on the Red Planet (e.g., Frick et al., 2014) , and the latter could have higher background levels of contamination and therefore lower true positive to false positive ratios. Another form of interference that can reduce certainty in instrument measurements is the presence of background noise. Higher sensitivities can lead to an increased response from the diagnostic portion of the signal relative to background noise. Signal-to-noise ratios above 3 and 10 are commonly used to indicate levels of detection and quantitation, respectively. If the background noise remains constant, the higher-sensitivity instruments considered for Mars (Mustard et al., 2013) can increase the true positive to false positive ratio and therefore the definitiveness of the method. Because the value for the true positive to false positive ratio is related only to the instrument measurement itself, the completion of preparatory work on a suitable variety of analog materials can generate reasonable values prior to mission operation.
The consequences of multiple partly conclusive measurements on the probabilities of indigenous organic carbon in Mars samples can be explored by using example data. Table 1 gives the number of measurements required to reach a given probability level from two different ratios of true positives to false positives, 0.11/0.10 (a relatively poorly diagnostic test) and 0.20/0.10 (a relatively highly diagnostic test). Table 1 reveals that, assuming a true positive to false positive ratio greater than one, more measurements give higher probabilities and that, for a fixed number of measurements, higher ratios of true positives to false positives give higher overall probabilities. It is clear that prelaunch effort expended on obtaining instrumental methods that have the highest possible true positive to false positive ratios is rewarded during analysis on Mars, especially when individual measurements are not completely conclusive. If further certainty is required, multiple measurements can be used to enhance the probability of indigenous organic carbon.
Prior Probabilities
Generating prior probabilities
The value for the prior probability can be obtained from previous campaigns that revealed the fraction of samples with confirmed indigenous organic carbon; unfortunately, no completely successful organic detection event exists for Mars. Another means is to rely on reasoning derived from scientific knowledge such as geological evidence of the history of Mars and its past and present similarities to conditions that produced organic matter-containing rocks on Earth. For a fixed number of analyses, organic matter detection in a sample with a higher prior probability of indigenous organic carbon will attract a greater level of certainty. Intuition might suggest that samples with low and high prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon would provide a contrast of presence and absence to test the instrument. But Bayesian statistics indicate that, if resources are limited and the number of possible measurements low, then samples with the highest prior probabilities should be targeted and low prior probability samples avoided (Table  1) . Samples on Mars with high or low prior probabilities can be recognized by the following characteristics:
Age
Early Mars and Earth experienced similar conditions, and they both had dense carbon dioxide atmospheres, oceans of liquid water, magnetic fields, and active volcanism. The climates of Mars and Earth diverged when the cooling interior of Mars led to a reduction in volcanism, loss of the planetary magnetic field, and diminishment of the martian atmosphere (Carr and Head, 2010) . If we assume that the origin of life is a natural chemical consequence of a habitable environment, time, and the presence of requisite organic and inorganic starting materials, then the similarity between early Earth and Mars implies common timescales for the development of life. Early biospheres on the two planets would only differ when habitable conditions deteriorated on Mars. There is geochemical evidence for life on Earth at or before 3.8 Ga, firm multidisciplinary evidence for its existence before 3.4 Ga, and conclusive evidence for its presence at 1.9 Ga (Knoll, 2003) . Following the loss of the majority of the martian atmosphere, life may have persisted in refugia perhaps up to the present day, but the probability of present-day life is much smaller than that of ancient life. Consequently, the prior probability of detecting indigenous organic carbon is highest in the oldest (Noachian and early Hesperian) rocks and lowest in the most recent (Amazonian) rocks (Table 2) . Noachian rocks cover about 40% of the martian surface (Barlow, 1988) , mostly in the southern hemisphere (Watters et al., 2007) .
Habitability
For indigenous organic carbon derived from life to be present, an environment must have existed that is conducive to habitation. Habitability is most obviously indicated by rocks that provide evidence of liquid water. Water-influenced rocks include subaqueous sediments, hydrothermal sediments, hydrothermally altered rocks, and low-temperature fluid-altered rocks (Summons et al., 2011). The prior probability of detecting indigenous organic carbon is, therefore, highest in deposits that reflect the influence of liquid water and lowest in rocks that do not. An example related to habitability variations on a local scale is provided by recent data from MSL. The MSL mission recognized a higher abundance of potentially organic carbon-derived carbon dioxide in water-lain mudstones (Leshin et al., 2013) and a lower abundance in water-free eolian deposits (Ming et al., 2014) . Habitability can also be assessed on a global scale where the abundance of hydrated minerals is related to age. Evidence of liquid water is found primarily in Noachian terrains (Poulet et al., 2005) , and it appears that the Noachian crust was altered homogeneously across the planet (Carter et al., 2010) . Some widespread water may have persisted until the late Noachian through to the early Hesperian when volcanic sulfates turned surface conditions acidic (Bibring et al., 2006) . Therefore, the age-based arguments discussed above for the origin and persistence of life also apply to habitability on a global scale, with older rocks attracting a higher prior probability and younger rocks having a lower prior probability of indigenous organic carbon (Table 2) .
Preservation
The successful detection of indigenous organic carbon relies on preservation of its signals in rocks. Proposed factors that influence preservation on Earth and may also have an effect on Mars include hydrological segregation and concentration, sediment grain size, sediment accumulation rate, and presence or absence of oxidants. Certain martian environments will preserve autochonous organic matter, for example where standing bodies of water have hosted life from which organic remains have settled without transport. Other environments receive allochthonous organic matter from a hinterland following transport from distant habitats. Advantages exist for transported sediments because the hydrological properties of organic matter allow its segregation and concentration (e.g., Tyson, 1995) . Erosion rates and therefore hydrological segregation and concentration opportunities were greatest in the early history of Mars and reduced noticeably following the Noachian (Carr and Head, 2010) . The hydrological selection of organic matter can lead to its accumulation in specific depositional environments, and rocks generated in such locations will have high prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon (Table 2) .
Sediment grain size
Organic matter contents correlate with fine-grained sediments because of multiple mechanisms. Fine-grained minerals and low-density organic particles have similar hydrodynamic properties and are deposited together. Once deposited, mixtures of organic matter and fine-grained minerals often produce a low-porosity matrix, which allows limited access to electron acceptors that induce oxidation. Adsorption of organic matter onto fine-grained minerals, especially those with large surface areas, also reduces opportunities for degradation and promotes polymerization reactions that produce more intractable organic structures (Weiler and Mills, 1965; Tanoue and Handa, 1979) . Therefore, samples comprising fine-grained sedimentary materials will have higher prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon (Table 2 ).
Sediment accumulation rate
Sediment accumulation rate can control organic preservation. On Earth, degradation activities decrease with depth owing to higher concentrations of more potent electron acceptors near the surface. The surface of Mars is also highly oxidized (Klein, 1978) owing to intense UV radiationdriven photochemistry that produces strongly oxidizing species that react with the regolith (Hunten, 1979) . Surface oxidants could diffuse into the subsurface and degrade subsurface organic matter. Concentrations of the likely oxidant All prior probabilities assume that indigenous organic matter is present somewhere on Mars, so prior probabilities in each row must sum to one.
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hydrogen peroxide will decline with depth, and for reasonable suggested lifetimes the maximum diffusion depth is less than 2.3 m (Bullock et al., 1994) .
Rapid deposition will transport organic matter out of the degradation zone before complete loss has occurred (Henrichs, 1992) . Within a range of sediment burial rates of 0.1-10 mg cm -2 yr -1 , the organic carbon content of sediments doubles with each 10-fold increase in sedimentation rate (Müller and Suess, 1979) . Below sediment accumulation rates of 0.1 mg cm -2 yr -1
, most organic matter is lost through degradation; and above rates of 10 mg cm -2 yr -1 , concentrations level off (Hedges and Keil, 1995) . Eventually, higher rates will lead to dilution of organic contents (Müller and Suess, 1979) . The optimum sediment accumulation rates on Earth correspond to clay-rich shales or relatively slowly accumulating tidal flats and deltas (Einsele, 1992) , and similar target environments on Mars can be considered as having high prior probabilities for indigenous organic carbon preservation (Table 2 ).
Depth
Organic carbon concentration may be dependent on depth owing to surface supply of oxidants mentioned above but also the influence of ionizing radiation. It is suggested that radiation-induced oxidation extends to greater depths than percolating oxidants (Kminek and Bada, 2006) . Total radiation types at the surface of Mars comprise UV, solar energetic particles, and galactic cosmic rays. UV photons are limited to a penetration of just a few micrometers, solar energetic particles 10 cm, and galactic cosmic rays up to 3 m (Parnell et al., 2007) . If we consider martian rocks that record activity when the planet was most habitable, then amino acid data reveal that some organic matter will be preserved at 0.75 m ( f = ca. 1 · 10 -12 ), 1 m ( f = ca. 1 · 10 -9 ), and 1.5 m ( f = ca. 1 · 10 -3 ), and with all organic matter ( f = 1) preserved at 3 m (Kminek and Bada, 2006) . Samples from greater depths will, therefore, have high prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon contents (Table 2 ). Table 1 gives the number of measurements required to reach a given probability level from prior probabilities that are varied from 0.01 (poorly habitable) to 0.9 (eminently habitable) paleoenvironments and the levels of certainty (0.5-0.9999) associated with specific numbers of measurements. Data in Table 1 reveal that for a fixed number of measurements higher prior probabilities give more certainty. If the number of analyses on Mars is limited, then samples with the very highest prior probabilities will be needed to achieve the best levels of certainty. Understanding the potential for different rock types on Mars to produce and preserve indigenous organic carbon, by the study of analog materials on Earth, is also a valuable exercise that can help in targeting samples and the interpretation of any analytical data obtained.
Using prior probabilities
Interpreting Past, Present, and Future Measurements on Mars
The true positive to false positive ratio is essential for assessing whether a method will effectively identify indigenous organic matter on Mars. Yet the true positive to false positive ratio is rarely, if ever, reported for techniques destined for the Red Planet. The true positive to false positive ratio should be determined by the extensive testing of analog materials on Earth. Testing on Earth of Mars analogues with perchlorate and other Mars-relevant minerals with variable organic matter contents would reveal the true positive to false positive ratio associated with indigenous organic matter when chlorohydrocarbons are detected. If the true positive to false positive ratio is above one, then repeated measurements lead to greater confidence that indigenous organic matter is present. The prior probability of the target rock is also a valuable consideration when confidence of the indigeneity of detected organic carbon is required. Organic matter detection in a higher prior probability sample will produce a greater likelihood of indigenous organic carbon.
We can examine the benefits provided by a Bayesian statistical approach compared to intuition when operating on Mars. When provided with a difficult question, intuition provides an answer to a less complex question without the substitution being recognized (Kahneman, 2011) . For instance, when presented with the real question on MarsWhat is the best combination of target samples if true and false positives and negatives are being produced?-our intuition substitutes an answer to the relatively simple question-What is the best combination of target samples if only true positives and true negatives are being produced? For further illustration, we can consider some sample types that could be encountered by an organic carbon-detection mission to Mars. An eolian sample (Leshin et al., 2013) would present a sample with a low prior probability of indigenous organic carbon, while a mudstone sample (Ming et al., 2014) would present a sample with a high prior probability of indigenous organic carbon. It is notable that during the MSL mission eolian and mudstone samples have produced organic matter of uncertain origin when analyzed. We assume that the true positive to false positive ratio for an MSL-type gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer instrument analyzing these samples is greater than one. For a fixed number of analyses, a higher certainty of indigenous organic carbon will be achieved if all analyses take place on the mudstones. Multiple positive measurements of organic carbon in higher prior probability samples increase the likelihood that the organic carbon is indigenous. Yet intuition encourages us to choose samples with contrasting prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon despite the fact that multiple positive measurements of organic carbon in samples of variable prior probabilities will produce a lesser probability that the organic carbon is indigenous. Hence, a statistical approach is needed to avoid the highly tempting bias produced by intuition. The characteristics related to higher prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon (Table  1) can be applied to individual samples at smaller scales but also to wider regions on Mars (Fig. 1) .
Our Bayesian statistical considerations provide optimism for future, more complex mission designs, such as Mars Sample Return (McLennan et al., 2012) . Preparation for returned samples will help identify samples with higher prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon. A lack of certainty can be overcome with better tests and multiple measurements, all of which will be available once samples are back on Earth to provide an accelerated means of 710 SEPHTON AND CARTER achieving statistical certainty of indigenous organic carbon on Mars.
Conclusions
Organic carbon has been detected on Mars repeatedly, but its indigenous nature remains uncertain. The accumulated data set is complicated by confounding minerals. When faced with complex data sets, intuition prompts interpretations and decisions that are not statistically supported. In such situations, incorrect samples can be chosen, good data can be discarded, and discoveries can be missed. Bayesian statistics provide guidance for the planning and operation of organic carbon detection on Mars. For an instrumental method that has a true positive to false positive ratio greater than one, the repeated detection of organic matter progressively increases the probability that the organic carbon is indigenous. For a fixed number of measurements, organic matter detection by methods with higher ratios of true positives to false positives will give higher overall probabilities. For a fixed number of analyses, organic matter detection in samples with higher prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon will attract a greater overall level of certainty. Contrasts of likely indigenous organic carbon-rich and indigenous organic carbon-poor samples are less valuable than multiple measurements on samples with high prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon. If resources are limited and the number of possible measurements low, then samples with the highest prior probabilities should be targeted and low prior probability samples avoided. Choosing samples on Mars with the highest prior probabilities of indigenous organic carbon is a subjective process, but such samples are likely to be ancient (e.g., Noachian), produced or deposited in the presence of liquid water, composed of fine-grained material, deposited during sedimentation rates similar to those of clayrich shales or slowly accumulating deltas, and recovered from depths of several meters.
